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A RECIPROCITY THEOREM FOR TENSOR PRODUCTS OF

GROUP REPRESENTATIONS

CALVIN C. MOORE1 AND JOE REPKA2

Abstract. Let G be a type I separable locally compact group. By studying a

representation of G x G X G we show that a measure class X on G x G x

G which describes the decompositions of tensor products is invariant under

permutations, and that the multiplicity n(ir¡,v2,v¿ of w3 in itx ® ir2 is a

symmetric function of its variables up to a X null set.

1. Introduction. Suppose A is a compact group and mx and it2 are unitary

representations of A. Then it is well known that the multiplicity of the trivial

representation in mx 0 tr2 equals the intertwining number of itx and ■n2 (the

bar means contragredient). Now let •nx,ir2,,n3 be three irreducible representa-

tions of A, and consider irx 0 ir2 0 tr3. By the above remarks, we see that the

multiplicity of the trivial representation in this triple tensor product equals the

multiplicity of m3 in ttx 0 tr2, or that of ñ2 in tt, 0 tr3, or that of mx in 772 0 7r3.

Thus if we define n(irx,tr2,iT3) to be the multiplicity of m3 in tt, 0 ir2, the above

shows that « is a symmetric function of its three variables. This symmetry is

the reciprocity result which we propose to generalize to noncompact groups.

The formulation is inspired by Mackey's formulation of the Frobenius

reciprocity theorem in [2], and our proof employs the same techniques. In

fact, we shajl se that what is involved in general is not only a function n on

G X G X G which will be symmetric in a suitable almost everywhere sense,

but also there is a natural measure class on G X G X G which we shall prove

to be invariant under permutations of the factors. For simplicity we stick to

type I groups, as is virtually implied by the last sentence; however, it is

evident that our method of proof yields an analogous kind of reciprocity

statement quite generally.

If G is the group SL2(A) where the decompositions of tensor products are

known completely, see [3], one may verify the above result directly. However,

if G is the group SL2(A:) with k nonarchimedian, the reciprocity theorem

which we establish provides new and nontrivial information on the decom-

position of tensor products, which will be part of a forthcoming paper by the

second-named author. In general the reciprocity statement appears quite

useful in that one may know how to decompose some tensor products and
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not others. In such cases, the known results may be combined with the

reciprocity theorem to help decompose other tensor products. Thus this

theorem seems to be of some independent interest aside from the specific

application noted above.

2. The reciprocity theorem. Let G be a type I separable locally compact

group, with unitary dual G, and let pG be Plancherel measure on G. For any

ttx,tt2 E G, the tensor product 77, <8> 7r2 may be decomposed as a direct

integral of irreducible representations with multiplicities as

TTX <S> 772 =  [n(771,7r2,773)773 ¿ft^Oj).

The measure n„ „ on G is well defined up to equivalence and «(7r,,772, •) is

defined up to a p^^ null set. We let jy. be the ^transform of pv¡ >Wj under

"3 ~* ̂ 3> ana1 men we f°Im a measure X on G X G X G by integrating the

fiber measures p\, „ on G over the base measure pc X pG on G x G (viewed

as the first two coordinates). The measure X is, of course, precisely the

measure a of Theorem 5.1 of [2] in the case when the larger group is G X G

and its subgroup is G, embedded as the diagonal, except that a has been

transformed by the map 773 -» 7?3 in the third variable. The multiplicity

function « on G X G X G which is defined A-almost everywhere is as in [2]

also. The desired reciprocity statement is the following statement.

A A A

Theorem. Let G be type I ; then the class of the measure X on G X G X G is

invariant under permutations of the three factors and, up to a X null set, the

function « is invariant under permutations of the three factors.

Proof. The proof is achieved rather as in [2]. We form a representation o

of the type I group G X G X G determined canonically by the measure X

and multiplicity function «. Then we have that

O =   L      .[.n(TTx,TT2,7T3)TTx  X  TT2 X  77-, dj^^Vj) dpG(-TT,) dpG(TT2)
•* G x G   G

where ir, X 772 X 773 refers to the outer tensor product. The desired results will

follow by uniqueness of direct integral decompositions if we can show that

the class of the representation o above is invariant under the outer automor-

phisms of G X G X G induced by permutations of the three factors.

Now let t be the two-sided regular representation of G X G on

L2(G X G); t is a representation of (G X G) X (G X G) and we let o' be

its restriction to G X G X G viewed as the subgroup {(s,t,r,r)}. It is known

that t has a direct integral decomposition

T =   L       „(17,   X  772)  X  (Î7,   X   W2) dpG(TTx) dpG(lT2),
JGXG

where we identify (G X G)* with G X G and Plancherel measure with the

product of Plancherel measures. It follows that a' has the form
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o' = J     „f>, X vt2) X yjn{irx,iT2,'n3)m3 d^-^irjj dnG(trx) dnG(tr2),

and a simple transformation of variables shows that a' is equivalent to o. Our

result now follows from the following observation.

Proposition. FAt? class of the representation o' is invariant under permuta-

tions of the three factors.

Proof. The representation o' is realized on L2(G X G) in the form

0'Ul.i?2>«Ç3)/)('l>'2) = AU3)/(e?r%c?3>c?2"''2c?3)

where A is the modular function of G. The class of a' is visibly invariant

under transposition of the first two factors. Then we note that the unitary

operator (Uf)(s,t) = A(s~x)f(s~x,ts~x) implements a unitary equivalence of

o' and a' transformed by transposition of the first and third variables. Since

these two transpositions generate all permutations, we are done.

3. Examples and remarks. As noted in the introduction, one knows the

decomposition of tensor products of representations of the group SL2(A). The

invariance of À may be verified and the invariance of n as asserted in the

theorem holds for all (irx,tT2,iT3) except possibly when one or more of the sr/s

is in the complementary series or is one of the irreducible components of the

reducible principal series representation. It is interesting that the invariance

of n fails to hold everywhere. Another example of interesáis that of a simply

connected nilpotent Lie group N. Here one knows N and how tensor

products decompose [1]. We shall describe^ the measure X on N X N X N

very concretely. Indeed, by [1], A X N X A is a quotient space of V = n* ©

n* © n* where n* is the linear dual of the Lie algebra n of N, and we describe

X by describing a measure A0 on V whose class projects onto X. Indeed, X0 is

concentrated on the subspace F0 of V consisting of triples (fxf2,f3) with

/, + f2 + f3 = 0, and X0 is just Lebesgue measure on two subspaces. The

invariance of the class of X under permutations of the three factors is now

quite evident. The function n can be described by describing it on V0 instead

and, indeed, n(fx,f2,f3) is a constant almost everywhere on F0, and the

constant is either oo or 1.

If G fails to be type I, then, of course, the Proposition above is still valid so

one expects some sort of reciprocity theorem. The ingredient in the

formulation would be a standard measure class on the quasi-dual (quasi-

equivalence classes of primary representations) of G X G X G which would

be invariant under permutations. It would, however, no longer make j-ense to

talk about multiplicities. We omit the details.
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